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Let us now talk about Japan’s international aid

Thinking about “Human Security” from the view point of the disaster site
Yukio Takasu（Former Ambassador to UN）／ Susumu Yamakage（University of Tokyo）
The fragility of human beings in a disaster, the limitation of the executive, and the support from the  international 
society.How can the various aspects that was seen in the disaster be integrated, and move forward? 
As an expert and as a citizen, the two men who lead the field of human security discuss these issues.

The new strategy of the ODA
〈Asia〉From Japan—Guide to an “Asian” international cooperation
Kenichi Ono　Izumi Ono（GRIPS）
One must not close its eyes on the changing nature of international environment and cling to traditional 
policies.To model the knowledge and experience of mature countries and to put them to practice within a 
“knowledge network” that includes rising Asian nations ? a proposal for such a future vision.

〈Africa〉 “The developing Africa” and the ODA　　
Sayaka Funada-Classen（Tokyo University of Foreign Studies）
Africa is the primary target region of the Millennium Development Goals, and Japan is also proactively 
engaging in aid to Africa through TICAD. This article ponders on the aspiration for growth and 
achievements/challenges of aid in Africa, which is said to be the last mega-market.

 〈Peace building〉 From PKO to ODA— Thinking about the continuity of building peace
Yuji Uesugi（Hiroshima University）
Armed conflict today is centered on civil war and interethnic conflicts, and the rate of recurrence is high.
In order to pave the way from the end of conflict to economic development, cross-organizational response 
relating to various aid assistance are necessary. 

Trend 2012
The Japan-US alliance at a time of regional order fluctuation
Paul S. Giarra（Former Pentagon senior country director for Japan）
Paul Giarra has been deeply involved in United States policy vis-a-vis Japan.Giarra, who does not hide his 
sense of caution against the military rise of China, alerts the readers on how this poses a problem towards the 
operation of Japan-US alliance in this present-day.

Beyond the high-wire act — Amidst the typhoon of domestic politics and diplomacy
Hitoshi Suzuki(Institute of Developing Economies, JETRO)
While Iran deepened its conflict with the US and Europe by engaging in diplomacy using nuclear weapons and 
oil as its trump cards, it is grappling with the instability of domestic politics. What kind of future is Iran, which is 
on a tightrope both domestically and internationally, trying to seek?

After “Arab Spring” : Three points regarding the transfer to democracy in Egypt
Mitsuhisa Fukutomi（Hitotsubashi University）
A year has passed since that revolution. After undergoing the process of a fair parliamentary election, it is now 
increasingly starting to be possible to see beyond the politics of the regional power, Egypt. Can Egypt continue 
to be on the road of stabilization, while heeding to numerous risks?This article will also offer a commentary on 
Libya and Syria, where the confusion continues.

 “Diplomacy” Essay Contest: Winner of the Best Essay
Web 2.0 and the “Second Diplomacy” 
Yutaro Mochida（Junior, Faculty of Law, The University of Tokyo）
People today have a public space in which they can throw in their opinions at will. This brought change into the 
relationship between the state and the individual, but on the one hand, there are states that fear this change, 
and on the other hand, there are states that use this change to its advantage. What about Japan?
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Special Feature:

One year after 3.11 
How the world and Japan changed
The awakening of the regeneration DNA and the “Reconstruction of Politics”　
Makoto Iokibe（National Defense Academy in Japan ）
A year has passed from the disaster. It is the responsibility of politics to integrate the remarkable power of the 
field and to strongly advance reconstruction, which is in its early stages. 

Round-table ◎ The landscape of international cooperation will change Towards an 
interactive support operations and its verification
Masaaki Ohashi（JANIC）× Noriyuki Shiina（Japan Platform）× Yutaka Banno（Former Senior Vice 
Minister of Foreign Affairs）×Takashi Mikuriya（The University of Tokyo）
To heal the wound and to stand strong once again.
The four men who have engaged in reconstruction from their respective positions exchange ideas.

The Challenge of the Joint Task-Force of the Self Defense Force　
Toshimi Kitazawa（Former Minister of Defense）
Since the disaster, the Self Defense Force have engaged not just in rescue missions, but in new initiatives 
such as the operation of Joint Task-Force（JTF）and Japan-US cooperation through “Operation Tomodachi.” 
We ask Mr. Kitazawa, who took control during the challenging times of  the emergency.

By overcoming the disaster, the “Kizuna” between Japan and Europe has 
become even stronger
Hans Dietmar Schweisgut（Ambassador of the EU to Japan）
The EU has been continuing to send its warm support to Japan, which has suffered considerable damage in 
the Great East Japan Earthquake.
What are the images of ” The Japan of 3.11” and ” Post-3.11 Japan,” seen from the stand point of the 
Ambassador of the EU to Japan?

Simultaneous equation of the best-mix energy　
Ken Koyama（The Institute of Energy Economics, Japan）
Japan is under a tough energy supply situation due to the suspension of nuclear power plants. 
A new policy requires careful attention to various factors, such as energy security, environmental preservation, 
economic effectiveness, safety, and effect on macroeconomics.
 
The security implications of continuance / progressive reduction of nuclear 
power generation
Michael Wallace（CSIS）
How does the United States see (the change of) Japan’ s nuclear power policy? This article analyzes the 
effects of Japan’ s policy toward the world trend of nuclear power policy, while heeding to the risk that Japan, 
which has one of the world’ s leading nuclear technology, will move away from nuclear power plants.

The nuclear power generation in terms of economic rationality
Makoto Saito (Hitotsubashi University) 
To converge the nuclear power plant acident and to formulate future plan, in the first place we should face 
reality.We cannot be at a standstill any longer.

Learning from the World
〈New Zealand〉
Challenges toward the reconstruction from the disaster and the 21st Century model city 
Yoshihiro Uemura（Bukkyo University）

〈United States〉
Tragedy that happened in a wealthy country
Naomi Zack（University of Oregon）

〈Indonesia〉　
Humanitarian aid that ended the civil strife in Aceh
Yoshimi Nishi（Kyoto University）

〈Bangladesh〉　
Incorporate gender perspectives into disaster prevention and reconstruction
Keiko Ikeda（Shizuoka University）




